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‘Regenerative Medicine Q1 2022’ gives a comprehensive overview of 
the global Regenerative Medicine market for controlling Human 
Longevity and the repairing, replacement, and regeneration of tissues 
and organs affected by injury, disease, or the natural ageing process.  
All the technologies described in the analytical case study are 
already in use, available, and ready for further research. 
This report includes a detailed quantitative analysis of the market 
trends over the last few decades to identify the prevailing 
opportunities. The global market is segmented and analysed 
according to product type, material, application, and region. Market 
estimations are based on a comprehensive analysis of the key 
developments in the industry. An in-depth analysis based on 
geography helps to understand the regional market to assist in 
strategic business planning. The
The comparison of different approaches is based on their clinical 
efficacy and the cost and complexity of organ regeneration. 
Against this background, a separate chapter provides an overview of 
several interesting scientific and technological convergences 
between ageing and organ healing as well as how the specific 
therapeutic approaches are used to protect and preserve the health 
and functionality of human body intersect with Practical Healthy 
Human Longevity. As an overall product, this analytical case study 
offers a one-stop expert evaluation of a novel and dynamic industry 
with high growth potential.
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Relying on various research methods and analytics techniques, the analytical report provides a comprehensive overview of the Preclinical and 
Clinical Trials Industry. This approach has certain limitations, especially when using publicly available data sources and conducting secondary 
research. Aging Analytics Agency is not responsible for the quality of the secondary data presented herein; however, we do our best to eliminate 
the said risks by using different analytics techniques and cross-checking data. Please note that we did not deliberately exclude certain companies 
from our analysis. Nor were they excluded due to the data-filtering method used or difficulties encountered. The main reason for their non-inclusion 
was incomplete or missing information in the available sources.

Industry-Specialised 
Databases 

Data Sources

Media Overview 
(Articles, Press Releases)

Publicly Available Sources 
(Websites)   

Patent 
Analysis 

Descriptive
Analysis

Comparative 
Analysis

Qualitative Data 
Collection

Mixed Data 
Research

Data 
Triangulation

Data 
Filtering

Applied Research and Analytics Methods

Approach of the Report  
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Database

>490
Companies

>590
Investors

>50
R&D Centres

The database was formed by:
● identifying the companies that conduct or have conducted clinical or 

preclinical research; and
● distinguishing the investors that contributed money to these 

companies.

Industry Reports and 
Reviews
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Regenerative Medicine is multidisciplinary science that 
aims to regenerate or replace human cells, tissues or 
organs, to restore or establish normal function. The amount 
of research in Regenerative Medicine is currently 
increasing. In this report we analyse the potential 
applications of different approaches such as small and 
large molecules, gene and cell therapy, tissue engineering, 
and some medical devices in Regenerative Medicine. These 
include enabling novel therapy approaches and 
augmentation of endogenous cells for tissue regeneration, 
facilitating the generation of target cells, improving the 
interactions between cells and biomatrixes for tissue 
engineering, and enhancing endogenous stem cell function 
for tissue regeneration. We also analyse the potential 
challenges for small molecule drugs in Regenerative 
Medicine.

Numerous studies and clinical trials have led experts to 
believe that regeneration is  important for the treatment of 
premature ageing and the systemic deterioration of human 
health.

Main Features of the Analytical Case Study

Robust Market Players Database 

Overview of Clinical Trials for Regeneration in all Phases

In-Depth Review of Notable Regeneration Trials for Ageing 

Explicit Comparison of Clinical Trial Results

Analysis of Services for R&D in Regenerative Medicine

Trends in the Regenerative Medicine Market

Executive Summary
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Regenerative Medicine Framework

5

Before creating the database, we picked the most significant fields of preclinical and clinical studies in Regenerative Medicine. The 
categorisation of companies in the report is based on the main approaches that are applied to tissue and organ regeneration and is supported by 
the latest scientific evidence. We have analysed and compared the results on clinical efficacy for the advanced approaches. Based on this data, 
companies have been ranked and the most perspective technologies have selected. In this way, the framework not only offers a comprehensive 
view of the market but also sustains relevance in advance to the development of technologies and R&D approaches.

By Research Field

Services
for R&D

Wellness
Products

Devices for 
Regeneration

Tissue 
Engineering

Biological and 
Small Molecules

Gene 
Therapy

Cell 
Therapy
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Companies

Investors

R&D Centres

Companies – >490
Investors – >590
R&D Centres – >50

Regenerative 
Medicine Landscape 
Overview

Small and Large Molecules

Service

Gene Therapy

Cell Therapy

Bioengineering

Devices
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Distribution of Companies by Country, %

USA
59%

Canada
3% Japan

4%

The Market at a Glance: Regenerative Medicine Companies

France
3%

Distribution of Companies by Category, %

The majority of companies that offer Regenerative Medicine services are located in the United States, the home of 59% of the whole 
range of analysed companies. The United States is distantly followed by the United Kingdom, France, and Switzerland, which together 
host 12% of the world’s Regenerative Medicine companies.

The main domains in which these companies offer services are Small and Large Molecules, Cell Therapy, and Gene Therapy, which 
account for 37%, 19%, and 12% of all companies respectively.

Switzerland
3%

8

UK
6%

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Market at a Glance: Regenerative Medicine R&D Centres

Distribution of R&D Centres by Country, %

USA
64% South Korea

4%

Turkey
4%

Distribution of R&D Centres by Category, %

Most R&D centres that conduct Regenerative Medicine research are located in the United States, where 64% of all analysed R&D 
centres are located. The United States is followed by the United Kingdom at 7 %, and Turkey, South Korea, Pakistan at 4% each, with 
the remaining 17% evenly distributed across 10 countries: Switzerland, Spain, Japan, Italy, Israel, Germany, France, Finland, Denmark, 
and Canada.

The largest domain in which Regenerative Medicine research is being conducted is Small and Large Molecules, with 39% of centres 
conducting research in this field. 

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

Energetic Process
Mitochondrial 
GeneticsApoptosis
Reactive Oxygen 
SpeciesMitochondrial 
dynamics

Pakistan
4%

9

UK
7%

https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/cellular-gene-therapy-products/regenerative-medicine-advanced-therapy-designation
https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/cellular-gene-therapy-products/regenerative-medicine-advanced-therapy-designation
https://www.aginganalytics.com/our-approach#:~:text=Aging%20Analytics%20Agency%20is%20the,that%20combine%20hundreds%20of%20specially%2D
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Market at a Glance: Regenerative Medicine Investors

More than half of the investors in Regenerative Medicine are from the United States (246 investors, ~55%), 10% of investors are 
located in the UK (47 investors) and France (18 investors). Japan, the Netherlands, South Korea, China, Canada, Belgium and 
Switzerland each host 2-3% (11-14 investors) of total investor number. Overall, the top 10 countries by number of investors host 87% 
of total investors.
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Australia 4

   South Korea 12

   Hong Kong 8

 Japan 14
  China 11

 Israel 7

UK 47

    Netherlands 13
   Switzerland 8

Spain 4

   Belgium 11

   Germany 5

US 246

   Canada 11

      Sweden 5

   France 18

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/cellular-gene-therapy-products/regenerative-medicine-advanced-therapy-designation
https://www.aginganalytics.com/our-approach#:~:text=Aging%20Analytics%20Agency%20is%20the,that%20combine%20hundreds%20of%20specially%2D
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Outline of Regenerative 
Medicine

https://www.aginganalytics.com/
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Regenerative Medicine Clinical Trials by Phase and Technology Types

Under Section 3033 of the 21st Century Cures Act, 
the Regenerative Medicine Advanced Therapy 
("RMAT") Designation programme aim signed by 
the FDA in March 2017, a drug is eligible for RMAT 
designation if:
● the drug is a Regenerative Medicine therapy; 
● the drug is intended to treat, modify, reverse, or 

cure a serious or life-threatening disease or 
condition; or

● preliminary clinical evidence indicates that the 
drug has the potential to address unmet medical 
needs for such disease or condition.

A drug constitutes a "Regenerative Medicine 
therapy" if it is a cell therapy, therapeutic tissue, 
engineering product, human cell and tissue 
product, or any combination product using such 
therapies or products.
In accordance with some scientific concepts, small 
and large molecules that stimulate tissue 
regeneration and cell proliferation in injured sites in 
the patient`s organism are considered part of this 
category of regenerative therapies.

12Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

Note: Anti-cancer programmes and immuno therapy are not included in analysis.
* Stimulation host stem cells

Clinical Trials - Q1 2022

~250
Clinical trials underway worldwide, 

end of Q1 2022

Ph-1: 51
Ph-2: 156
Ph-3: 25
Ph-4: 26

Number of Clinical Trials Utilizing Specific Technologies for Regeneration:

Gene 
Therapy

Cell 
Therapy

Tissue
Engineering

Medical 
Devices

Total: 38
Ph-1: 10
Ph-2: 22
Ph-3: 6

Total: 88
Ph-2: 70
Ph-4: 18

Total: 19
Ph-1: 10
Ph-2: 6
Ph-3: 3

Total: 25
(in clinical 
testing)

Small and Large 
Molecules *

Total: 129
Ph-1: 39
Ph-2: 67
Ph-3: 18
Ph-4: 8 

https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/cellular-gene-therapy-products/regenerative-medicine-advanced-therapy-designation
https://www.aginganalytics.com/our-approach#:~:text=Aging%20Analytics%20Agency%20is%20the,that%20combine%20hundreds%20of%20specially%2D
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Efficacy of Different Approaches 

Biopolymers /
Matrixes

Small and 
Biomolecules

Gene 
Therapy

Cell 
Therapy

3D
Bioprinting 

Decellularisation 
& Cell Seeding

Xenografts / 
Organ Buds

Solid Organs
(Heart, Kidney, Liver, Lung) n/a

Hollow Non-Tubular Organs
(Bladder, Stomach, Vagina) n/a

Tubular Organs
(Vessels, Intestine, Urethra, Trachea...) n/a

Flat Tissues
(Skin, Cartilages, Muscles) n/a n/a n/a

InvestigationalAdvanced ApproachesClinically Approved

LEVEL OF DAMAGE

Wound Healing Organ Replacement

- low efficacy
- moderate efficacy
- high efficacy

Depending on the age of the patient, some Regenerative Medicine strategies can utilise and accelerate the body’s own natural healing process. 
These strategies are aimed at changing the tissue environment by the introduction of exogenous material and biological factors with the sole aim 
of accelerating and improving the body’s healing process. Most Biopolymers and Small and Biomolecules are clinically approved, but they are 
effective only for regeneration of tissues on early stages. For RMAT strategies to be successful, the material used, mostly combinations of 
scaffolds, growth factors, and stem cells, must be able to replace the damaged tissue and be able to function as the original tissue or stimulate 
regeneration of the original tissue. Cells used in Regenerative Medicine and tissue engineering can come from the same patient (autologous) or 
from another individual (allogeneic). In addition, xenogeneic cells such as those from animals can also be adopted in Regenerative Medicine 
strategies. Cells that have been used so far include stem cells, fibroblasts, chondrocytes, and keratinocytes. Though allogeneic cells might elicit 
an immune reaction, this can be alleviated by prescribing immunosuppressants to patients. 

13Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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The RMAT designation offers a 
few important benefits to drug 
sponsors:
● Increased and earlier 

interactions with drug 
control agencies to expedite 
development and review of 
the therapy. 

● RMAT products may be 
eligible for priority review and 
accelerated approval by drug 
control agencies.

● Once approved, sponsors of 
RMAT-designated products 
can satisfy post-approval 
requirements through the 
submission of real-world 
clinical evidence.

In most countries, RMAT can be 
included to the reimbursement 
drug list with 100% 
compensation of cost.

Areas of Disease Expected as Possible Indications for Regenerative 
Medicine

Liver DisordersCardiovascular 

Neurodegenerative 

DiabetesWounds / Ulcers

Rare Diseases

Atopic dermatitis
IBD

Spinal Cord Injury
Musculoskeletal 
Injuries

Pulmonary Fibrosis

Stroke

                100 M >1 B<100 K

Osteoarthritis
Cosmetic 
Application

>1 B<100 K

>10 M

100 K

< 1K

Assessing Regenerative Medicine Reimbursement Potential

Mortality 
for 2020 year

High

Low

Global Number of Patients
HighLow

Weak Potential

Good Potential

Good Potential

Excellent Potential

14Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30266282/
https://www.who.int/health-topics/cardiovascular-diseases
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laneur/article/PIIS1474-4422(18)30499-X/fulltext
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/diabetes
https://www.medscape.com/answers/190115-82434/what-is-the-mortality-rate-for-pressure-injuries-pressure-ulcers
https://ojrd.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13023-021-01907-0
https://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/764638
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/langas/article/PIIS2468-1253(19)30333-4/fulltext
https://www.nscisc.uab.edu/Public/Facts%20and%20Figures%202020.pdf
https://www.healio.com/news/rheumatology/20201125/worldwide-cases-of-musculoskeletal-disorders-exceed-1-billion-demand-global-response
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8305452/#:~:text=A%2072%25%20excess%20of%20IPF,CI%3A%201.29%2C%202.24).
https://professional.heart.org/-/media/phd-files-2/science-news/2/2021-heart-and-stroke-stat-update/2021_stat_update_factsheet_global_burden_of_disease.pdf?la=en
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)32230-3/fulltext?hss_channel=tw-27013292
https://www.aginganalytics.com/our-approach#:~:text=Aging%20Analytics%20Agency%20is%20the,that%20combine%20hundreds%20of%20specially%2D
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Small and Large Molecules
Conventional Stimulation of Regeneration Pathways
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Growth of the Small and Large Molecule Industry 

Cumulative Number of Companies and Total Value of their Funds, 2010-2021

Cum
ulative value of funds, $ B

$ 3,0 B

$ 2,0 B

$ 1,0 B

Total Funds

Total Number of Companies

Year

Old Players
(56%)

New Players
(44%)

Though the most advanced therapies currently dominate headlines, small and large molecules remain of great significance for the 
industry – and patients. The share of new players on the market is 44%. The small and large molecule drug discovery market for 
Regenerative Medicine is valued at approximately USD 136.98 million in Q1 2022, and it is expected to reach to 35,261 million by 
2026, registering a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of nearly 8.05% during the forecast period, 2022-2026. 

Proportion of New Players on the Market, 
Q1 2022

16Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Large Molecules vs Small Molecules in Regenerative Medicine

Conventional regulation of regenerative pathways is possible with large molecules (proteins, peptides, natural products, etc.) and 
small, chemical molecules. They facilitate the proliferation of target cells for tissue regeneration. So far, small molecules are used in 
78% of the research programmes, comparing to 22% using large biomolecules. The majority of programmes are directed for targeting 
specific organs. Regeneration of Nervous Tissue contributes 20% of the total number of regenerative programmes, while treatment of 
disorders of the Skin, Kidney Muscle, Eyes, and Lungs are each present in 7-10% of all research programmes. The regeneration of 
other organ systems such as  Bone, Liver, Pancreas, Ears, etc. are also investigated in the report. 

Different Approaches in Regenerative Medicine Different Systems of Organs Targeted in Regenerative Medicine 

Small Molecules
(78%)

Large Molecules
(22%)

Other
(35 %)

Lungs
(7 %)

Eyes
(9 %)

Nervous Tissue
(20 %)

Skin
(10 %)

Kidneys
(9 %)

Muscles
(9 %)

17Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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List of Companies vs Pathways

DHODH  OPA1  OMA1  PINK1  NAD+ 

mtCOXI,II   DJ-1 APJ  FXN  SOD  MTP                    

IGFR1  LRRK2  FRX  ACC  GLP1R  etc...

Mitochondrial Pathways

HGF c-MET  Rho/ROCK  GDF11

ESR1 PARP-δ  PDGF Wnt3

Growth factors  FGF-1  OGFR

Proliferation and Development

Angiogenesis &
Extracellular Matrix

IGFR1  APJ  SGLT2  CFTR  GLA

GLP1/GIP  Phospholipids  SIRT1

mTOR  Phosphotransferase  AMPK

Metabolic Pathways

 

Inflammation

Cytokines Growth factors

KOR  PEG1  PGI2  PGES

HTRA1  CHF/CFI

FOX4/p53  Bcl-xl  HSP70   Klotho

Telomerase  HSP90  HIF1  mTOR

Proteases  Bcl-2  HSP27  SIRT1,3

Apoptosis and Senescence

Note: Programmes for anti-cancer and autoimmune 
disorders are not included. 

20+ companies

10+ companies

35+ companies

10+ companies

10+ companies

18Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

Tie2  CDH1  DCLK1

   PKaI  VEGF  Tumstatin

GTx  Keratin  Protein kinase

https://www.aginganalytics.com/our-approach#:~:text=Aging%20Analytics%20Agency%20is%20the,that%20combine%20hundreds%20of%20specially%2D
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Small and Large Molecule Programmes in Clinical Trial

Marketed

Ph-3/4

Ph-2

Proliferation and 
Development

Companies by Stage of Clinical Trial

Mitochondrial 
Pathways

Apoptosis and 
Senescence

Ph-1

Other

Note: 
In 2021 drug for treatment 
of Type 2 Diabetes is 
launched in Japan.

Note: 
Galafold (miglustat) 
for Pompe disease.

Note: 
Yishen Yangxin Anshen 
Tablet has gotten certificate 
by China's NMPA.

19Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210909005970/en/Poxel-Announces-Product-Launch-in-Japan-for-TWYMEEG%C2%AE-as-Treatment-for-Type-2-Diabetes
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210909005970/en/Poxel-Announces-Product-Launch-in-Japan-for-TWYMEEG%C2%AE-as-Treatment-for-Type-2-Diabetes
https://www.biospace.com/article/amicus-splits-into-two-companies-as-fda-sets-pdufa-for-pompe-disease-treatment/
https://www.biospace.com/article/amicus-splits-into-two-companies-as-fda-sets-pdufa-for-pompe-disease-treatment/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/yiling-pharmaceuticals-yishen-yangxin-anshen-tablets-granted-drug-certificate-301370905.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/yiling-pharmaceuticals-yishen-yangxin-anshen-tablets-granted-drug-certificate-301370905.html
https://www.aginganalytics.com/our-approach#:~:text=Aging%20Analytics%20Agency%20is%20the,that%20combine%20hundreds%20of%20specially%2D
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Example of Clinical Efficacy for Selected Programmes

Pioglitazone, Ph-4

Ezetimibe, Ph-2

Pentoxifylline, Ph-4

Pegylated FGF21, Ph-2

Pradigastat, Ph-2

Muscle Regeneration, %
(DMD patients vs Placebo)

Deflazacort, Marketed

Leucine, Ph-1

* Dietary supplement 

Vamorolone, Ph-2

Metformin, Ph-1

Liver Regeneration, %
(NASH patients vs Placebo)

20Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

Note: liver regeneration = histologically confirmed reduction of 
fat in liver

Note: muscle regeneration = improvement of muscle function 
confirmed with walking test

Ta
rg

et

Ta
rg

et

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2050640615601623
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/hep.27457/pdf
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04977661?term=Pentoxifylline&cond=NASH&draw=2&rank=1
https://news.bms.com/news/details/2017/Bristol-Myers-Squibbs-BMS-986036-Pegylated-FGF21-Shows-Consistent-Improvement-in-Liver-Fat-Liver-Injury-and-Fibrosis-in-Patients-with-Nonalcoholic-Steatohepatitis-NASH-in-Phase-2-Trial/default.aspx
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27566742/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27566742/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7230494/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7230494/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31451516/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26799743/
https://www.aginganalytics.com/our-approach#:~:text=Aging%20Analytics%20Agency%20is%20the,that%20combine%20hundreds%20of%20specially%2D
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Sources: Stealth Biotherapeutic Website 

Targeting Delivery Small and Large Molecules

Targeted Drug Delivery System
Precise targeting of cells and direct drug 
delivery is the most promising approach 
which is widely used for treatment and 
diagnosis of various diseases. There are 
several variations for the ideal design and 
development for mitochondrial-targeted 
drugs, such as selecting suitable ligand 
and linker targets or delivery in 
nanocarriers. In an ideal world, 
nanoparticles with targeting ligands can 
solve some challenges related to drug 
solubility and selectivity of therapeutic 
drugs, and they offer elegant platforms for 
mitochondria-specific drug delivery. 
Unfortunately, direct delivery of 
therapeutic molecules is not actually 
reflected enough in the treatment and 
diagnosis of ageing. Only a handful of 
R&D Centres try to develop this approach.

Targeting Ligand

Antibodies Peptides Nucleic 
acids

Small 
molecules

Carrier

Conjugate

Nanoparticles

Cell-mimetics

n/a

n/a n/aYYYYY Y YY

YY

YY

Y

Sources: 23rd Annual NASA Space Radiation Investigators' Workshop (2012), Mitochondria in Longevity and Space Medicine 21

Note: The Guilarte laboratory has pioneered the validation and application of 
Translocator Protein 18 kDa (TSPO) as an early, sensitive and predictive biomarker 
of brain disorders and has been a leader in determining the function of TSPO in glial 
cells. NASA seeks “An approach… to extrapolate existing observations to possible 
cognitive changes, performance degradation, or late CNS effects in astronauts. We 
believe non-invasive TSPO imaging may help provide a method and approach that 
could be utilised today, in pre-flight and post-flight testing of astronauts…”.

https://www.stealthbt.com/
https://three.jsc.nasa.gov/iws/23/CNS/8102.pdf
https://www.aginganalytics.com/mitochondria-in-longevity
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Gene Therapy
Genetic Reprogramming of Regeneration Pathways
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Monogenic disease products had the highest market share in recent years respectively. Viral vectors (mainly adeno-associated virus, 
retrovirus, lentivirus) in comparison to non-viral vectors are the preferred gene therapy vehicles in the clinical settings. High-efficiency 
of gene transduction, specific gene delivery, targeting, safety and reduced administration dose are the main benefits of viral vectors. 

Growth of Gene Therapy Market 

23
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The Gene Therapy market has grown significantly over the last ten years. The share of new companies from the 2010-2020 period is 
72%.  The Gene Therapy market for Regenerative Medicine is valued at approximately USD 9,314 million as of Q1 2022, and it is 
expected to increase two-fold by 2026 at a CAGR of ~28.5%. Growth in this period resulted from an increase in investments in gene 
therapies, growth in research and development, a rise in public-private partnerships, strong economic growth in emerging markets, 
increased healthcare expenditure, and a rise in pharmaceutical R&D expenditure. Currently, the market is restrained by inadequate 
reimbursements, challenges due to regulatory changes, low healthcare access, and a limited number of treatment centres.

Cumulative Number of Companies and Total Value of their Funds, 2010-2021

Old Players
(23%)

New Players
(72 %)

Share of New Players on the Market, Q1 2022

Growth of Gene Therapy Market 

24Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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In vivo Gene Therapy & Gene Editing for Regenerative Medicine

Adeno-associated vectors (AAV), lentivirus, and retrovirus have been successfully implemented accounting for 19 FDA approved gene therapy 
products. AAV gene delivery accounts for 64% of programmes in Regenerative Medicine. This novel gene delivery system effectively treats 
neurological, liver, eye, and muscle disorders. In vivo gene therapy drugs are directly injected into their target tissue or organ.

Other *
(6%)

DNA-based
(9%)

RNA-based
(10%)

CRISPR/Cas9
(11%)

AAV - Adeno 
Associated Virus
(64%)

* Other: Herpes virus, Baculovirus, Lentivirus, Adenovirus, Antisense Nucleotides

Gene Approaches in Regenerative Medicine Regeneration of Organs with Gene Therapy

* Other: Ears, Vessels, Soft Tissues, Cartilages

Other *
(15%)

Lungs
(5%)

Heart
(5%)

Muscles
(11%)

Eyes
(16%)

Neuro
(29%)

Liver
(19%)

25Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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VEGF   

KLKB1

FGF4

GDNF   PDGF   HTT   SMN1   MECP2

ATOH1   USH2A   HGF   RORa

BEST1   TNNI4   CX43  PKP2   FXN

List of Gene Therapy Companies and Delivered Genes

CFTR   SGSH  NAGLU   ARSA

GAA   I-1c  FKRP   GLA  GBA1   MFN2 

GALC    G6PAse   OTC    (+30 more)

Treatment Products 

Metabolic Pathways

MYO7A   RPGR   CHM   AGA  FIG4   CNGB3

OTOF   AQP1   CLRN1  GJB2   RHO  RPE65

  CEP290  R2E3   UPF1 USH1G   

Treatment Products 

Cellular Architecture AngiogenesisDevelopmental Pathways

Treatment Products Treatment Products 

COL7A1   GTx   CCR5   TGM1 ND1/4

NXNL1   SCN1A   CFH   CFI   HTRA1

SOD   Lamina 332    p16   FOXO3

Other Pathways

Treatment Products 

20+ Companies

26Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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(ASO)

Top Gene Therapy Players with Programmes Involved in Clinical Trials

Gene Therapy Companies by Stage of Clinical Trial

Marketed

Ph-3/4

Ph-1/2

Adeno Associated Virus Other

1)

(CRISPR)

RNA/DNA based

15+ in 
Preclinical 

stage

(Lentivirus)

(Adenovirus)

(Adenovirus)

(Baculovirus)

(ASO)

(ASO)(ASO)

27Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Approved Gene Therapy Products for Regenerative Medicine (non-Cancer)
2004

2012 2013

2016

2017

2019

2021

2018

2008
Macugen
Therapy: Polynucleotide 
aptamer
Gene: VEGF165
Indication: AMD 
Organ: Eyes
Price: $783 per 0.09 ml

Regranex
Therapy: Baculovirus
Gene: PDGF
Indication: Ulcers
Organ: Skin
Price: $1.5K per 15g

Neovascugene
Therapy: Plasmid DNA
Gene: VEGF165
Indication: PAD, CLI 
Organ: Vessels
Price: $6.6 K for course

Kynamro
Therapy: ASO
Gene: ApoB100
Indication: Familial LPLD 
Organ: Liver
Price: $7.3K per 1 ml

Eteplirsen
Therapy: PMO
Gene: Exon skipping
Indication: DMD 
Organ: Muscles
Price: $1.7K per 2 ml vial

Luxturna
Therapy: AAV2
Gene: SMN1
Indication: SMA 
Organ: Motor neurons
Price: $425K - 850K per eye

Patisiran
Therapy: dsRNA in liposomes
Gene: TTR
Indication: FAP
Organ: Liver, Nerves, Heart, Kidney
Price: $450K-677K per course

Tegsedi
Therapy: ASO
Gene: SMN1
Indication: hATTR amyloidosis 
Organ: Nerves
Price: $37K for 6 ml

Zolgensma
Therapy: cDNA in rAAV9
Gene: SMN1
Indication: SMA 
Organ: Motor neurons
Price: $2.1K - 5.0M per eye

Amondys 45
Therapy: RNA
Gene: exon 45
Indication: DMD
Organ: Muscles
Price: $1.8 (assumed)  per 2 ml vial

Skysona
Therapy: Lenti-D
Gene: ABCD1
Indication: CALD 
Organ: Nerves
Price: $1.8M (assumed)  

for one-time treatment

28Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Key Highlights in 2021: Gene Therapy

Leqvio (siRNA/RNAi).

Dec, 2021
XT-150 (Non-Viral) 

Lenti-D (Viral) 

Oxlumo (siRNA/RNAi) 

VAR002 (Vira)

Nov 2021
Zynteglo (Viral) 

AXO-AAV-GM2 (Viral) 

GENV-HEM (Viral) 

Oct, 2021

AXO-AAV-GM1(Viral) 

RGX-202 (Viral) 

Lenti-D (Viral) 

AMB-301(Viral)

NTLA-2001(Non-Viral) 

Approval, U.S.Hypercholesterolemia

Fast Track StatusOsteoarthritis and Osteoarthritis

Priority ReviewAdrenoleukodystrophy

sNDA/sBLA FilingHyperoxaluria

Orphan Drug Designation, EU Leber's Congenital Amaurosis

Priority ReviewThalassemia 

Fast Track StatusGM2 Gangliosidoses

Orphan Drug Designation, U.S.Hemophilia

Fast Track StatusGM1 Gangliosidosis

Orphan Drug Designation, U.S.

MAA Withdrawal

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy

Adrenoleukodystrophy

Orphan Drug Designation, U.S.Buerger's Disease

29

Orphan Drug Designation, U.S.ATTR-CM

AOC 100 (siRNA/RNAi) 

GS-030 (Viral) 

Fast Track StatusMuscular Dystrophy

Fast Track StatusRetinitis Pigmentosa

Date Drug Name Indication Event Company

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Distribution of Gene Therapy (non-Cancer) Approval by Region

EMA 

RussiaRussian MoH 

Strimvelis
Skysona
Libmeldy
Imlygic

Spinraza
Onpattro
Luxturna
Tegsedi
Patisiran
Zynteglo

Zolgensma
Waylivra
Leqvio

Recent advances in understanding the 
molecular mechanism of human diseases and 
treatment are boosting the global gene 
therapy market. This market is categorised 
into tissue regeneration after chemotherapy, 
neurological diseases, rare genetic diseases 
and cardiovascular disorders. Monogenic 
diseases had the highest market share in 
recent years. Viral vectors (mainly 
adeno-associated virus, retrovirus, lentivirus), 
in comparison to non-viral vectors, are the 
preferred gene therapy vehicles in the clinic. 
High efficiency of gene transduction, specific 
gene delivery, targeting, safety, and reduced 
administration dose are the main advantages 
of viral vectors. North America and Europe are 
the dominant players and drive advances in 
the gene therapy market of cancer and rare 
genetic diseases. However, safety and 
efficacy problems, prolonged laboratory 
procedures for conducting clinical studies, 
unknown product interactions with the host, 
and the high cost of gene therapy drugs are 
major barriers in the way of the gene therapy 
market.

Note: Anti-cancer programmes and 
Immuno therapy are not included
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MHRA

Luxturna 
Zolgensma

Zynteglo
Spinraza 
Tegsedi
Onpattro
Waylivra

UKHPFB

Luxturna
 Zolgensma

Spinraza
Tegsedi
Onpattro
Leqvio

Canada

RFDA South 
Korea

TGA

Imlygic
Luxturna

 Zolgensma
Spinraza
Leqvio

Australia

PMDA Japan

Collategene
Zolgensma

Spinraza
Onpattro
Viltepso

ANMAT

Kynamro

Argentina

COFEP
RIS

Kynamro

Mexico

USAFDA 

Imlygic
Tegsedi
Onpattro

Exondys 51
Vyondys 53

Regranex
Macugen
Spinraza
Luxturna
Patisiran
Kynamro
Eteplirsen

Zolgensma
Amondys 45

Viltepso
Leqvio 

Swiss
medic CH

Spinraza
Onpattro

Neovasculgen
Zolgensma

Spinraza

EU

Anvisa

Spinraza
Tegsedi
Onpattro
Waylivra

Brazil

Luxturna
Zolgensma

Zynteglo
Spinraza

NMPA China

Gendicine

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Comparison of Viral Vectors for Gene Therapy

Source: Schaly S, et al. Biologics. 2021. PMID: 33953541

AAV vectors are difficult to scale-up and have been associated with toxicity limiting their use in gene therapy. Comparatively, lentiviral therapy 
has higher packaging capacity. Sio Gene Therapies presents their AXO-Lenti-PD (clinical trial in  Ph-2) which is an investigational gene therapy for 
the treatment of Parkinson’s disease. It is designed to deliver three genes (tyrosine hydroxylase, cyclohydrolase 1, and aromatic L-amino acid 
decarboxylase) via a single lentiviral vector to encode a set of critical enzymes required for dopamine synthesis, with the goal of regeneration of 
neuron function in the brain. However, lentiviral and retroviral vectors have limitations such as integration into the host genome, creating the 
potential for insertional mutagenesis. Moreover, the high cost, low scalability and biosafety concerns associated with current viral vectors, 
highlight the large potential use of baculoviruses in gene therapy. Baculoviruses provide a relatively safe, scalable, and cost-effective vector for 
gene therapy. MangoGen is developing an array of suture products that are coated with gene-delivering baculoviruses for wound healing by 
delivering a gene that will promote angiogenesis in and around the wound, and a gene that will prevent scar tissue formation. MangoGen has 
already shown that the product is stable at room temperature for >24 weeks.

ADENOVIRUS AAV Baculovirus Lentivirus Retrovirus

TROPISM
Dividing and

 Non-Dividing Cells
Dividing and 

Non-Dividing Cells
Dividing and 

Non-Dividing Cells
Dividing and 

Non-Dividing Cells
Dividing Cells

GENOME INTEGRATION No No No Yes Yes

PACKAGING CAPACITY 8.5 kb 4.5 kb 300kb 9kb 8kb

PROTEIN EXPRESSION High Low High Low Low

GENE EXPRESSION Transient
Stable, site specific 

integration
Transient

Potentially 
Long Lasting

Stable

TARGET CELL IMMUNE 
RESPONSE

High Very Low Low Low Low

BIOSAFETY LEVEL BSL-2 BSL-1 BSL-2 BSL-1 BSL-1

Types of Viral Vectors for Gene Delivery
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Efficacy: Transduction* of New AAV Capsids in Retinal Cells  

AAV2-444,500,730F

AAV2tYF
(promoter PR1.7 / GRK1) 

AAV2.5T/7m8

AAV8BP2

AAV2-7m8 
(promoter PR1.7)

AAV9-7m8
(promoter СBA)

ShH10/7m8

PMAAV-GST

Anc80L65

AAV2-[MAX]

32

Human

Primates

Human 
retina explants  

Ganglion Cells
Transduction in Retinal Cells

Rods Cons Müller сells RPE*

LAISDQTKHA+P34A

AAV204

*  RPE - retinal pigment epithelial cells; Transduction - gene transferSource: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2017197355&tab=PCTDESCRIPTION&maxRec=1000
https://thefly.com/landingPageNews.php?id=2836273&headline=AGTC;BIIB-Applied-Genetic-reports-interim-data-from-rAAVtYFCBhRS-trial
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26606867
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/description?CC=US&NR=2018127471A1&KC=A1&FT=D&ND=3&date=20180510&DB=EPODOC&locale=en_EP
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5312498/
https://insight.jci.org/articles/view/96029
https://insight.jci.org/articles/view/96029
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?DB=EPODOC&II=2&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20180907&CC=WO&NR=2018160686A1&KC=A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/description?CC=WO&NR=2016134375A1&KC=A1&FT=D&ND=3&date=20160825&DB=&locale=en_EP
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29325457/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5736327/
http://services.corporate-ir.net/SEC.Enhanced/SecCapsule.aspx?c=63510&fid=15949533
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Efficacy: Transduction* of New AAV Capsids in Neuronal and Glial Cells

AAV9

AAVVoy101

AAV(9)-PHP.B

AAVVoy201

AAVHSC17
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Human

Primates

Multiple Motor DRG / CST * Cortical

AAV2-HBKO

Astrocyte OligoD*

* DRG – Dorsal root ganglia, CST - Corticospinal tract; Transduction - gene transfer

Neurons Glia

In recent years, adeno-associated virus (AAV) has been recognised as the leading vehicle (vector) for in vivo delivery of therapeutic genes because 
it is non-pathogenic and efficiently targets many different cell and tissue types. The recent FDA approvals of Novartis’ AAV-based gene therapies 
for regeneration of the nerves and retina highlight the promise of this therapeutic modality.

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30057240
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29175632/
https://www.voyagertherapeutics.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ESGCT_slides.pdf
https://annualmeeting.asgct.org/UserFiles/file/ASGCT17_Abstracts_vFIN2-web.pdf
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Cell Therapy
Tissue Replacement



Aging Analytics Agency

Cum
ulative value of funds, $ B

Total Funds

Total Number of Companies
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Cumulative Number of Companies and Total Value of their Funds, 2010-2021

Old Players
(52%)

New Players
(48%)

Share of New Players on the Market, Q1 2022

Growth of Cell Therapy Market

35

The Cell Therapy market for Regenerative Medicine has shown an uneven pattern of growth during the last ten years. Only in 2015 and 2018 was 
significant growth noticed in the number of new companies. In the last two years, the market shows stagnation. This is the result not only of the 
worldwide effects of the COVID-19 pandemic but also of the high health risks associated with cell therapy. 
The share of new and old players is approximately 50:50. The Cell Therapy market is valued at approximately USD 2,193 million as for Q1 2022. 
The CAGR for the total market (including cell therapy for oncology such as CAR-T and other forms) is about 14.5%. For the Regenerative Medicine 
market, this rate is only half of that, and no significant market growth is expected over the next five years. Just like the Gene Therapy market, the 
Cell Therapy market is currently held back by inadequate reimbursements, challenges due to regulatory changes, low healthcare access, and a 
limited number of treatment centres.

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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2020

Timeline of the Milestones for Cell Therapy Generation

1990

2nd: MSCs
transplanted
into humans
for first time

3rd: 
hESCs derived
for first time

3rd: 
Human iPSCs
first generated

1st: 
Bone marrow

transplant between
identical twins

1st: First studies to
report the safe use

of fetal tissue
transplantation in

a patient with
Parkinson disease

3rd: 
First report showing 
safety and possible 
biologic activity of a 

PSC-based
therapy in humans

4th: 
Cardio-protective 

activity of 
MSC-derived 

conditional medium 
was confirmed 

Advanced: 
CRISPR–Cas

gene editing in
human cells

Advanced:
First CRISPR-edited

stem cell
therapies enter

clinical trials

4th: Cardioprotective 
activity of MSC-

derived exosomes 
was confirmed 

‘07 ‘10

‘98 ‘19‘12

‘13‘95

‘07

‘59

20102000

‘88
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‘22

…
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Features & Outcomes of Cell Therapy of Different Generations 

Somatic 
cells MSCs

ESCs 
and 

iPSCs
ESs, EVs Edited 

cells

● Improve liver function
● Orthopedic injuries
● Restore blood flow to 

the heart
● Treat diabetic kidneys
● Restore myelin sheath

Immuno-
modulation

Replacement 

Angiogenesis

Homing to injured sites

Any cell type with any 
property on demand

Replacement of any 
desired cell type 

Unified manufacture: 
one platform for all 

cells

● Muscle injuries
● Orthopedic injuries
● Acute full-thickness 

thermal burns repair
● Revascularisation
● Scar tissue repair
● Bone fractures

Replacement of 
injured cells

Specific technology 
for each 

manufactured cell 
type 

● Spinal cord injuries
● Regeneration of retinal 

cells
● Cardiac defects
● Support the survivability 

of nerve cells
● Cartilage injuries

Fusion with target 
cells

Secretome

Regulation

Simple manufacture

● Re-direct cellular activity
● Soft tissue augmentation
● Orthopedic defects
● Wound care
● Regenerate collagen
● Treat respiratory diseases

● Multi-organ repair
● Tendon repair
● Soft tissue reconstruction
● Carry functional copy of 

gene
● Restore function of 

neurons

37Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Comparison of Cell Therapy Different Generations

1st Generation 2nd Generation 3rd Generation 4th Generation Advanced

Injured cells replacement ability 
Replacement only in 

certain tissue
Limited set of replaced 

cells
Unlimited - Unlimited

Scalable manufacturing + + ++ ++ ++
Immunogenicity High Low High Low Null

Need of immunosuppression + - + - -
Paracrine regulatory activity + +++ - ++ Potentially possible

Paracrine angiogenic activity + +++ - ++ Potentially possible
Long-term storage Cryopreservation Cryopreservation Cryopreservation Storage at -20°C Cryopreservation

Biosafety ++ ++ + ++ Unclear/may be controlled

Each generation of cell therapies  is characterised by certain benefits and limitations. 1st Generation products are based on the use of somatic 
stem cells (e.g. hepatic stem cells, HSCs) with the potential to be differentiated to a few types of tissue-specific cell types or specialised tissue 
cells (e.g. cardiomyocytes, chondrocytes etc.). This approach provides pure populations of therapeutic cells. However, high immunogenicity and 
heterogeneous outcomes led to the search for another potential type of cell therapies. 2nd Generation products are multipotent adult 
stem/progenitor cells such as mesenchymal stem/stromal cells (MSCs) which may be isolated from a variety of tissue types (bone marrow, 
adipose tissue, hair follicles, umbilical cord etc.) and then be differentiated into several cell types (osteoblasts, adipocytes, chondrocytes, 
hepatocytes, muscle cells, cardiomyocytes etc). MSCs are also secretory active (this property provided the background for the 4th Generation of 
secretome-based products) and have low surface expression level of HLA class I, which ensures low immunogenicity. 3d Generation involves a 
pluripotent stem cells platform to obtain any adult cell type derived from embryonic stem cells (ESCs) or induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). 
Utilisation of cell reprogramming / ex vivo gene editing in Advanced novel generation potentially opens possibilities to create improved cell 
populations with any desired properties. AgeX creates HLA-G modified PSCs with null immunogenicity, Stem Cell Medicine develops modified 
muscle progenitor cells that secrete neurotropic factors. Pancella`s FailSafe technology utilises the addition of a suicide gene to increase safety of 
Advanced cell products.

38Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Cell Therapy in Regenerative Medicine

pia-chart 
"% of programs for each organ"

The most popular current type of Cell Therapy belongs to the 2nd Generation and is based on multipotent adult tissue derived 
stem/progenitor cells with low immunogenicity. Next generations are created to provide possibilities to obtain any specialised cell 
type (3rd Generation),  cell-free therapy (4th Generation), and to edit cell properties in accordance with clinical demand (Advanced). 
Cell Therapy replaces a variety of injured organs; most programmes target nerve tissue (16.5%), heart and vascular system (15.3%), 
bones and cartilages (12.9%), and skin (10.4%).

*  Soft Tissues, Muscles, Blood, Metabolic, Lysosomal disorders, Thyroid 
gland, Thymus,  Pancreas, Reproductive system, Intestine, Hair loss, Ageing

Cell Therapy Generations in Regenerative Medicine Regeneration of Organs with Cell Therapy

HSC
BMMNC
EPC
SM

MSC
cpMSCs, 
ADSCs, 
BMMSCs

ESCs or 
iPSCs
& their 
derivative
s

Exosomes
Vesicles
Factors

Reprogrammed 
cells

39Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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List of Companies vs Cell Therapy Generation

 Oligopotent somatic stem cells /
Tissue-specific cell  types

Replacement of injured cells, pure 
populations of therapeutic cells

Heterogeneous outcomes

Treatment products 

1st Generation
Multipotent stem cells with paracrine 

activity: MSCs, BMSCs, ADSCs

Replacement /Host cells mobilisation / 
Angiogenesis / Immunomodulation/

Immune-privileged

 Limited set of possible cell types
Limited expansion  potential

Treatment products 

    

2nd Generation
Pluripotent stem cells (ESCs, iPSCs) / 

Induced progenitor cells

Ability to differentiate to any specialised 
cell types

Immunogenicity

Treatment products 

   

  

  

3rd Generation
Cell free (acellular) therapy: conditioned 
media, exosomes, extracellular vesicles

Secretome (enzymes, growth factors, 
cytokines, RNAs, microRNAs)
Low or null immunogenicity

Low potential for cell replacement

Treatment products 

4th Generation
Reprogramming, cell engineering, gene 

editing (HLA engineering etc)

Any desired cell type, Immune privileged

 Unclear safety

Treatment products 

  

Advanced

Somatic stem cells/Tissue-specific cells and multipotent stem/progenitor cells are currently widely 
developed. Pluripotent ESCs/iPSCs platforms with the ability to get any cell type follow closely behind in 
popularity. Exosomes are attractive due to the simplicity of manufacturing and their low immunogenicity. 
Advanced cell therapy with cell reprogramming/editing technologies is a novel approach which has the 
potential to solve all the bottlenecks of current cell therapy approaches.

14+ Companies 15+ Companies

12+ Companies 9+ Companies 7+ Companies

40Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Cell Therapy Companies by Stage of Clinical Trial

1st Generation cell therapies (Somatic stem 
cells/Tissue-specific cells) and 2nd Generation 
(multipotent stem / progenitor cells) are the earliest 
technologies, and most companies have already entered 
the market with such products or are entering clinical 
trials.

Several companies have succeeded with cell free 
(acellular) technology as the daughter technology of 2nd 
Generation based on conditioned media, exosomes, or 
extracellular vesicles, which are easily manufactured and 
have no issues with regulatory documents in most of 
countries.

3d Generation Pluripotent ESCs/iPSCs platforms and 
advanced cell therapy with cell reprogramming/editing 
approaches are quite complex technologies, and the 
majority of programmes are in the early development and 
preclinical stages.
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Top Cell Therapy Companies with Programmes in Clinical Trials

Marketed

Ph-3/4 
Investigational use

Ph-1/2

1st Generation 2nd Generation 3rd Generation 4th Generation Advanced

Precl

Development Stage

13+ programmes 

27+ programmes

14+ programmes 

18+ programmes 

4+ 

9+ 

2+ 

3+ 2+ 

42Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Different Approaches of Personalised Cell Therapy Products 

Autologous cells are cells isolated from the patient's tissue sample. Autologous cell therapy is a patient-oriented approach with the benefits of high 
safety, null immunogenicity, and no need of immunosuppressant therapy. However, production of autologous cells often requires a lengthy 
procedure for each patient, and this is why it is not appropriate for ready-to-use product creation. It is also difficult to standardise autologous cell 
manufacturing. Moreover, the cells isolated from a patient's own tissues may already be injured or possess reduced regenerative potential. 
Allogeneic therapy uses standardised cells from healthy donors which are expanded and cryopreserved as ready-to-use off-the-shelf products to 
treat urgent states. A bottleneck of allogeneic therapy is immunogenicity; it is solved in different ways in subsequent generations of cell therapies. 
That is why allogeneic cell therapy has become the leading approach.

43

Different Approaches vs Cell Therapy GenerationsProportion of Cell Therapy Generations Approaches on the Market

Autologous 

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

1st                  2nd                3rd                 4th       Advanced   

% from total number 
of programmes

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Personalised Autologous vs Allogeneic (“Off the Shelf”) Cell Therapy 

Cell-based therapy for neurological disorders is a priority 
direction. More than 40 companies are oriented towards the 
regeneration of Neurons, the Spinal Cord, and even the Brain. 
Good results were shown in the treatment of joints and bones. 
~40 companies continue to improve known methods and 
develop new ones in this area. Also, around 20 companies 
develop cell-based therapy for Cardiovascular Disorders based 
on replacement of heart and vessel cells.  
First experience of using cell therapy in medical practice has 
shown the high health risk of this approach. Risks include the 
outcome that cell therapy will not be as effective as expected, 
possibly prolonging or worsening symptoms, or complicating 
the condition with adverse effects from the therapy. Some 
disorders are related to injuries of different type of cells or 
damage highly differentiated organs. Therefore, the bottleneck 
of this approach is delivery of cell-based therapy to the right 
tissues. 
On the other hand, the transplanted stem cells may gain a 
growth advantage and progress to a type of cancer or 
teratomas. Since this therapy has potential risks, investigators 
push forward clinical trials only for severe disorders or cases 
where no alternative medicine is available.
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* Other: Soft Tissues, Muscles, Blood, Metabolic, Lysosomal disorders, Thyroid 
gland,    Thymus,  Lungs, Reproductive system, Wound Healing, Hair loss, Ageing 

Different Approaches for Organ Regeneration

Number of Cell Therapy Companies

AllogenicAutologous 
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Cell Therapy Generations in Organ Regeneration

1st 2nd 3rd 4th Advanced
Heart + + + + +

Eye + + + + +
Liver + + + + +

Wounds + + + + +

Blood vessels + + + +
Skeletal muscles + + + +

Pancreas + + + +

Cartilage + + + +
Brain + + + + +
Skin + + + +

Neurons / Spinal Cord + + +
Tendons + + +

Hair + + +

Lungs + + +

Blood + + +

Kidneys + + +

Bone + +

Reproductive organs + +

Gastroenterological tract + +

Thymus +

Thyroid gland +

Generations of Cell Therapy
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1st Generation:  Oligopotent adult stem cells / Tissue-specific cell  
types
2nd Generation: Multipotent stem cells
3rd Generation: Pluripotent stem cells and their derivatives
4th Generation: Exosomes, Extracellular vesicles
Advanced: Reprogrammed cells,( cell engineering, gene editing)

A variety of cell therapy products are in 
development for the regeneration of a large 
number of organs. But only a handful of therapies 
are currently marketed. This may be linked to the 
fact that  current approaches cannot effectively 
solve the following challenges in organ 
regeneration:
● the choice of proper therapeutic cell type for 

certain organ repair, 
● scalable and safe cell manufacture,
● delivery of cell therapy into the correct target 

tissue,
● immune system reaction.

Novel generations of cell therapies provide new 
solutions to manage these issues and may change 
the situation on the market. 

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Geography of Approved Cell Therapy Medical Products (non-Cancer)

EMA 

Alofisel
Holoclar
Spherox

Note: Anti-cancer programmes and 
Immunotherapy are not included
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Temcell

HPFB Canada

Temcell

Stemirac
Temcell

MNC and HPC from 
donors

Allocord
Clevecord

Ducord
Gintuit

Hemacord
HPC, Cord Blood

Rethymic
Stratagraft

LaViv (Azficel-T)

EU

RFDA South 
Korea

Cartistem
Cellgram-AMI

CureSkin
Cupistem
Kaloderm
KeraHeal

KeraHeal-Allo
Neuronata-r
Queencell

Rosmir

PMDA Japan

Stempeucel

CDSCO India

* COPD - chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; 
** GvHD - graft-versus-host disease

COFEP
RIS Mexico

USAFDA 

Medsafe New 
Zealand

The current boom in cell-based therapy research 
started more than ten years ago. Until this time some 
advanced therapies were launched on the world 
market. The leaders are the USA and South Korea. 
These countries were the first to create the regulatory 
procedures for registering cell therapy medical 
products and to allow their use in clinical practice. 

Medical products approved for use in the USA include 
hematologic products (Allocord, Clevecord, Ducord, 
Hemacord etc.), skin treatment and wound healing 
(Gintuit, Stratagraft, LaViv) and thymus regeneration 
(Rethymic).  

In South Korea, advanced cell therapy is oriented 
towards the treatment of cartilages (Cartistem, 
Cupistem), myocardial infarction (Cellgram-AMI), skin 
and wound healing (CureSkin, Queencell, Rosmir, 
Kaloderm, KeraHeal, KeraHeal-Allo), and neurological 
disorders (Neuronata-r).

One such product is Temcell (also known at 
Prochymal), an allogeneic MSC indicated for acute 
radiation injury, COPD*, Crohn’s disease, GvHD**, Type 
I diabetes and myocardial infarction. Fully approved by 
Japan in October 2015 and conditionally approved in 
Canada and New Zealand.

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Tissue & Organ Engineering
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Tissue & Organ Engineering in Regenerative Medicine

The most popular approaches for tissue and organ bioengineering are organoids and scaffolds, with 57.6% of all companies that 
specialise in bioengineering implementing one of these approaches. These approaches are followed by biopolymers (20.3% of all 
companies) and 3D-bioprinting (16.9%). 

The majority of programmes target vascular tissues (14 programmes), closely followed by bones and skin (13 programmes each). 
The dominance of these tissues in the programmes can be explained by the relative simplicity of the tissues structures.

Distribution of Companies by Approach Distribution of Programmes by Target Organ/Tissue

Xenoorgans
(5%)

Organoids
(29%)

3D-Printing
(17%)

Scaffolds
(29%)

Biopolymers
(20%)

48Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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List of Companies Developing Tissue & Organ Engineering Products  

BiopolymersScaffolds 3D-bioprintingOrganoids Chimera

Note: Scaffolds and organoids are the most popular technologies in the market. The reason 
for this may be the relative simplicity of these techniques. Biopolymers and 3D-bioprinting 
follow closely behind in popularity. 

Xenoorgans

Nanobiotechnology
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Biomanufacturing: Trends and Bottlenecks of Organ Engineering

External 
Use

Research in Animal 
Models

Human Organ 
Transplantation

NO

Essential

Ty
pe

 o
f M

at
rix

Devices

Organs on Scaffolds

3D Bioprinting

Artificial 

Interspecies Chimeras

Interspecies Chimeras

Organoids (Organ Buds)

Application

● Cell consistency;
● Differentiation state;
● Safety risk of iPSC;
● Gradual improvements of 

de/re-recellularization, 
revascularization techniques 

Bottlenecks:

Tissue-on-a-Chip

Organ-on-a-Chip

● Physiological incompatibility
● Immune rejection
● Interspecies Infections

Trends:

There is reason to hope that organ engineering will become a commercial reality within the next decade. However, there are still several major 
barriers to commercialisation that need to be systematically addressed. Engineering whole-organ constructs with homogenous cell density and 
adequate cell populations is a significant technical barrier. To address this, stem-cell research must be developed to improve cell invasion and 
adhesion of organ constructs. Though the organs on scaffolds and cell bioprinting approaches have demonstrated the ability to incorporate 
multiple cell types into engineered organ constructs, this is often for the purpose of replicating just a single part of an organ’s function, rather than 
replicating the entirety of the organ’s functions. Regulatory pathways are an additional challenge for the utilisation of engineered whole organs as 
viable transplants and are principal among the non-technical barriers to commercial implementation.

For 
R&D 

50Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Stages of Development of Different Approaches 

Clinical 

Pre-clinical 

Development 
Stage

Biopolymers Scaffolds 3D Printing Organoids Xenoorgans

Marketed 

Multiple 
programs
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Note: Biopolymers are the most 
primitive technology, so most 
companies with this technology 
have already entered the market 
or are going through clinical 
studies. Many companies have 
succeeded with scaffold 
technology: most of such 
products have already entered 
the market or are in clinical trials. 
3D-bioprinting is a complex 
technology, and the majority of 
programmes that implement 
3D-bioprinting are conducting 
pre-clinical trials or are in the 
early development stage.

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Distribution of Tissue-Engineered Products Approval by Region

EMA 

CardioCel
Novocart 3D
ReGenerCel
ReNovaCell
Vergenix FG

Vergenix-STR

The first tissue-engineered product used in clinical 
practice is Epicel (Vericel), a permanent skin 
replacement product grown from a patient’s own skin 
cells. Epicel has been used in the USA and other 
countries since 1988; it was approved in the USA in 
2007 as a Humanitarian Use Device (HUD) under a 
Humanitarian Device Exemption (HDE). Now almost all 
tissue-engineered medical products approved in 
different countries are used for treatment skin or 
cartilages. 
But a few products really deserve more attention, 
including CardioCel (CadMedus) – a cardiovascular 
scaffold which facilitates endogenous stem cells and 
other cells to regenerate and repair damaged tissue for 
the treatment of cardiovascular abnormalities. This 
product was marketed in the USA from 2014; marketed 
in Europe under CE Mark as of 2013; received medical 
device license in Canada in 2014; approved in Singapore 
in 2015.
Heart Sheet (Terumo BCT) – an autologous skeletal 
myoblast preparation approved in Japan in 2015 for the 
treatment of patients with serious heart failure.
Ossron – an autologous bone cell implantation for the 
treatment of bone defects in patients caused by 
degeneration, drugs, intense physical stress, diet, 
genetics, obesity, smoking, alcohol or disease. Approved 
in South Korea in 2009, approved in India in 2017. Note: Anti-cancer programmes and Immunotherapy are not included
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HPFB

CardioCel

Canada PMDA Japan

Heart Sheet
JACC
JACE

USAFDA 

Epicel
Aurix

Apligraf
CardioCel

Dermagraft
MACI

Omnigraft
Stratagraft
Transcyte

Ossron

EU

RFDA South 
Korea

Holloderm
Hyalograft 3D

Ossron

CardioCel

TGA

Ortho-ACI

Australia

CDSCO India

SingaporeHSA

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Xenotransplantation

Xenotransplantation is any procedure that involves the transplantation, implantation or infusion into a human recipient of either (a) 
live cells, tissues, or organs from a nonhuman animal source, or (b) human body fluids, cells, tissues or organs that have had ex vivo 
contact with live nonhuman animal cells, tissues or organs. 

The first organ xenotransplantation was in 1963, when chimpanzee kidneys were transplanted into a human. The recipient lived for 
nine months after the transplantation. Additionally, there was a case with the transplantation of a baboon heart into a human; the 
recipient lived for 20 days after the transplantation. 

There are many considerations regarding xenotransplantation, including organ rejection, cross-species infection, and ethical issues.

Source: FDA, archive.bio 53

Potential Uses for Xenotransplantation Products

Donor Pig Human Recipient

Pig Skin 
for Burns

Pig Kidney for 
Kidney Failure

Pig Pancreatic 
Isles for 
Diabetes

https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/xenotransplantation
https://archive.bio.org/articles/xenotransplantation-benefits-and-risks-special-organ-transplantation
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The increasing life expectancy of humans has led to growing numbers of 
patients with chronic diseases and end-stage organ failure. Transplantation is 
an effective approach for the treatment of end-stage organ failure; however, the 
imbalance between organ supply and the demand for human organs is a 
bottleneck for clinical transplantation. Xenotransplantation might be a 
promising alternative approach to bridge the gap between the supply and 
demand of organs, tissues, and cells; however, immunological barriers are 
limiting factors in clinical xenotransplantation. 
Thanks to genetically modified pigs and immunosuppressive therapy, survival 
time results for xenografts have improved considerably in preclinical 
xenotransplantation models. Today, the survival of pig-to-nonhuman primate 
heterotopic heart and kidney xenotransplantation reached >2.5 years and >7.5 
months, respectively. The leaders in this field of research are Revivicor, Emory 
University and Harvard Medical School. The availability of multiple-gene pigs 
(5 or 6 genetic modifications) and/or newer costimulation blockade agents 
significantly contributed to this success. 
Now, the field is getting ready for clinical trials with an international 
consensus. Questions regarding the regulatory challenges and ethical 
concerns regarding clinical xenotransplantation are being asked worldwide. In 
2003, the US FDA published comprehensive guidelines for 
xenotransplantation. In January 2022, surgeons at the University of Alabama 
at Birmingham reported that they had for the first time successfully 
transplanted kidneys from a genetically modified pig into the abdomen of a 
57-year-old brain-dead man. The kidneys functioned and produced urine for 
three days.
At the same time a genetically modified pig heart was transplanted into 
57-year-old David Bennett at the University of Maryland Medical Centre in 
Baltimore. After surgery the patient has lived 2 months

YearsDays Months

2.5 years

>7.5 months
>4.5 months

14 days

2 months
1 months

1 months

25 days
7 days

1 day

*

* Heterotopic heart
** Orthotopic heart

5 days
1.5 day

Heart

Kidney

Artery Patch

Liver

Lung

Time of Solid Organ Rejection after Transplantation

Preclinical Efficacy of Xenotransplantation from Pig to Primate

Note: 
in 2020, 17 people per 
day died while waiting 
for an organ transplant.

2 months

**
**
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2 months** Human Trial (1 patient)

3 days Human Trial (1 patient)

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/pig-kidneys-transplanted-to-human-in-milestone-experiment/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/pig-kidneys-transplanted-to-human-in-milestone-experiment/
https://www.npr.org/2022/03/09/1085420836/pig-heart-transplant#:~:text=Health-,A%20man%20who%20got%20the%201st%20pig,has%20died%20after%202%20months&text=Medicine%20via%20AP-,The%20first%20person%20to%20receive%20a%20heart%20transplant%20from%20a,performed%20the%20surgery%20announced%20Wednesday.
https://www.organdonor.gov/learn/organ-donation-statistics
https://www.organdonor.gov/learn/organ-donation-statistics
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3D-Bioprinting

3D-bioprinting is the printing of living tissues or even whole organs using bioink (cells, growth factors and biomaterials). This 
technique uses a layer-by-layer method to create tissue-like structures. 3D-bioprinting requires various considerations, including 
imaging, modelling, printer choice, bioink selection, culture condition, and 3D construct development. 3D-bioprinting has already been 
used for the generation and transplantation of several tissues/organs. However, these organs mostly have simple compositions. The 
only complex bioprinted organ that has already been transplanted is a bladder. Additionally, 3D-bioprinting is used for research, drug 
discovery and toxicology.

There are two main types of bioprinting: cellular and acellular. Acellular 3D-bioprinting refers to the incorporation of living cells 
directly into the scaffold. Cellular bioprinting techniques can directly deposit viable cells to form a 3D living structure. 

3D scanner/CT/ MRI 
collect architectural 

information of tissues

Digital 3D design

Bioink/biomaterial 
selection

Pre-bioprinting Bioprinting Post-bioprinting

Development of 
biomimetic structures, 
mechanical supports 

and biological 
functionality

Acellular bioprinting Cellular bioprinting

Source: Nature, Advanced Healthcare Materials 55
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Scaffolds

Decellularised scaffolds are another type of organ bioengineering. The organ bioengineering on scaffolds is based on three main 
steps: decellularisation, repopulation, and transplantation. Decellularisation refers to the isolation of the ECM from the donor's organ 
with minimal loss, damage, or disruption while maximising the removal of cellular material. There are physical, chemical and 
enzymatic methods for decellularisation. Repopulation is the seeding of the obtained scaffold with regenerative cells (stem cells) in 
particular conditions in the bioreactor. Then the organ is transplanted into the patient. 

Recent years have seen progress and innovation in this area, as the regeneration of functionally rudimentary solid organs has been 
achieved in small animal models using decellularised whole-organ scaffolds as a substrate. 

Source: Current Opinion in Organ Transplantation 56

Decellularisation Repopulation Transplantation

Cardaveric organ 
(e.g. kidney)

Decellularised organ 
(e.g. kidney scaffold)

Bioengineered organ (e.g. 
regenerated kidney)

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4568185/
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Transplantation Efficacy of 3D-bioprinted Organs/Scaffolds

Heart

Kidney

Liver

Lung

Vascular 

Skin

Bones

The decellularized scaffold was transplanted into pigs, but on the third day, thrombosis occurred.

The transplantation of bioengineered kidneys (decellularized scaffold was seeded with cells) in the rat 
showed that the graft can produce urine and is perfused by the rat’s circulation.

The transplantation of bioengineered livers in the pigs showed that the graft is vascularised, and endothelial 
cells are viable three days after transplantation.

The porcine decellularized lung scaffolds were seeded with human epithelial cells and transplanted into pigs. 
During the 1-hour evaluation, the grafts exchanged gases.

The transplantation of the coronary scaffold to patients with coronary artery lesions was considered a 
success after one month of observations.

The 3D-bioprinted skin grafts were transplanted into the immunodeficient mice. The grafts exhibited function 
as completely mature skin on the 4-6 weeks after transplantation.

The transplantation of 3D-bioprinted bone into the immune-competent animals showed mature, vascularised 
bone tissue formation in implants retrieved up to 5 months later.

Source: Interactive CardioVascular and Thoracic Surgery, Nat Med, Annals of Surgery, clinicaltrials.gov, IOP Science, Nature 57

https://academic.oup.com/icvts/article/22/5/571/2639597
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3650107/
https://journals.lww.com/annalsofsurgery/Abstract/2018/03000/Bioengineering_Human_Lung_Grafts_on_Porcine_Matrix.32.aspx
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/results/NCT02195414?term=scaffold&rslt=With&draw=2&rank=4&view=results
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1758-5090/9/1/015006/meta;jsessionid=DAEB11F48C0D40802AF4155E25974BDD.c4.iopscience.cld.iop.org
https://www.nature.com/articles/nbt.3413
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Devices, Cosmetics, Services
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Immunoprotection

Targeted delivery

Increased efficacy of Cell therapy

Hygienic Wound State

Wound bed preparation

Optimal Healing

List of Companies by Device Type

Cell  Delivery System Wound Care

Body/Face Bio-stimulation

Collagen & Elastin Synthesis

Hair Growth

Cosmetology

Synthetic & Natural Materials

Tissue restoration

Artificial Grafts

Surgical Repair 

A variety of devices for Regenerative Medicine are currently represented on 
the market. Cell Delivery systems are provided to improve Cell Therapy 
outcomes, to ensure the effectiveness of cell or therapeutic factors in the 
target injured site. Wound Care Devices are used for advanced treatment 
both of Surgical and Chronic Wounds. Surgical Repair Devices are used to 
provide a matrix for cell migration, to connect and fix damaged tissues. 
Devices for Cosmetology provide solutions to support the health of the 
skin, muscle, and hair and are attractive due to possibility of home use.

59Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Types of Devices for Cell Delivery

Devices are used in Regenerative Medicine both for applying cells to 
the surface of the wound and for implanting them inside the body, or 
to delivery factors produced by cells. Spraying cells on the injured 
skin site promotes rapid healing of wounds and skin damages, 
including burns. The devices used to implant cells provide not only 
the delivery of cells to the tissues of the body, but also protect them 
from rejection by the patient's immune system.

Device for protection islets of 
cells from immune rejection

Implantation device with 
pancreatic endoderm cells

Extracorporeal device for 
MSC immobilisation

Cell  
Delivery 
Systems

Spray-on skin 
stem cells

Magnetic field-guided 
cell delivery system

External Devices Implantation Devices

60Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Application of Devices for Cell Delivery

Device 
Type

Cell 
Type

Targeted 
delivery

Cell 
immobilisation 

in target site

Implanted Cell 
Retrieval

Low 
Immunogenicity

Cell Factors 
Release

Application

External 
devices

Spraying 
System

Keratinocytes
MSCs  ✓  ✓ No No  ✓ Wound 

treatment

Magnetic 
Patch

Corneal 
Endothelial Cells  ✓  ✓ No No  ✓

Corneal edema,
Glaucoma,
Macular 
Degeneration

Cell Factors 
Delivery MSCs No No  ✓  ✓  ✓

Kidney injury,
Myocardial 
Infarction,
Diabetes type I,
GVHD *

Implantation 
devices

Islets 
Delivery Pancreatic cells No No  ✓  ✓  ✓ Diabetes

* GVHD - graft-versus-host disease

 Device Features for Delivery of Regenerative Medicine
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Debridement
Antimicrobial 

protection
Pain & Edema 

reduction

Wound Healing Process Phases

Angiogenesis
Cell proliferation

Granulation tissue

Newly formed tissue 
protection

Epithelialisation
Tissue remodelling

Multifunctionality of Devices for Wound Care 

Healthy
Tissues

Wound Care Devices are used at different phases of wound healing to 
promote the rapid conversion of inflammation to proliferation, and  to 
ensure optimal conditions for the reparative process.

Device Features for Delivery of Regenerative Medicine
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Wound Healing involves a cascade of overlapping 
phases such as Hemostasis, Inflammation, 
Proliferative, and Remodelling. Certain pathological 
processes and metabolic disorders may alter the 
normal course of phase shifting, which results in 
Chronic Wounds development. Wound Care 
Devices are designed to create the most optimal 
conditions for each stage of Wound Healing. 
Advanced Wound Care Devices promote 
Debridement, a process of damaged necrotic 
tissue, dead cells debris and bacteria removal. 
Essential outcomes from the application of these 
devices include antimicrobial protection and 
inflammation rate reduction, encouraging the start 
of the proliferative phase. At this step, the devices 
maintain a moist environment and induce 
angiogenesis to promote cell migration and 
division. Devices are also essential at the last 
phase of healing due to protection of newly formed 
tissue.

Hemostatic    Inflammatory        Proliferative Remodeling

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Types of Devices for Wound Care

Maintain a moist 
antimicrobial environment

Antimicrobial wound matrix 
with sharp debridement 

Topical liquid skin adhesive that 
holds wound edges together

Focus on wound infection, 
exudate management and 
skin care

Negative pressure 
wound therapy

Technology mimics 
the skin's physiologic 
electrical activity

Wound Therapy Devices Wound Dressing Devices
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Wound 
Care 

Devices

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Benefits of Devices for Wound Care

Device type Debridement Antimicrobial 
Action 

Moist 
Environment

Angiogenesis 
Promotion

Tissue 
Granulation

Exudate 
Management

Application

Negative 
Pressure No  ✓ No  ✓  ✓ ✓

Chronic 
Wounds

Bioelectric
Therapy No  ✓ No  ✓  ✓ No Wounds

Skin Adhesive 
Applicator No  ✓ No No No No Surgical 

Wounds

Collagen 
Sheet  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ Chronic 

Wounds Ulcers

Hydrocolloids 
Foams / Films  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓

Chronic 
Wounds Ulcers

Wound 
Therapy

Wound 
Dressings

 Device Features for Delivery of Regenerative Medicine
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Types of Devices for Surgical Repair 

Three-dimensional scaffolds for 
bridging a nerve gap and nerve 
protection

Osteoconductive matrix for 
bone regeneration

Integrated knee system 
for joint reconstruction

Endogenous Tissue Restoration 
based on use of artificial vessel 
/ heart valves grafts

genex® - fully-absorbed 
calcium scaffold for bone 
restoration

Biosteon® - calcium composite 
technology for ligaments repair

 Devices For Orthopedic reconstruction Cardiovascular Restoration  Devices

Nerve Repair  Devices
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Devices for Surgical Repair are beneficial for both function and 
injured tissue restoration. Surgical Repair devices to reduce 
damaged tissue discontinuities as well as to serve as scaffolds  for 
the patient’s cell migration which results in tissue regeneration. 
Advanced Surgical Repair Devices are bioabsorbable and gradually 
result in native regenerated tissue formation in the injured site. 

Surgical 
Repair

Devices

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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Benefits of Devices for Surgical Repair 

Device type Tissue 
Replacement

Function 
Restore

Scaffold 
(patient’s cell 

migration)

Integration with 
host tissue 

Bio-
absorbable

Tissue 
Regeneration 

Application

Calcium 
Composites  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓

Bone fractures
Ligaments 
reconstruction

Osteoconductive 
Matrix ✓

Time 
consuming ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Surgical & Sport 
medicines

Integrated 
Knee ✓ ✓ No ✓ No No Joint 

reconstruction

Artificial Heart 
Valves

/ Vessel Grafts
 ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ CVD

CKD

Nerve Graft / 
Connector / 

Protector
 ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ Peripheral nerve 

function restore

CVD - cardiovascular disease, CKD - chronic kidney disease

Orthopedic 
Devices

Cardio-
vascular

Devices

Nerve
Devices
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List of Service Providers: Technical Support of R&D and Manufacturing (1/2)

Accelerated Biosciences1

Accellta2

ACF Bioservices3

AcuraStem4

Albumedix5

American Cryostem6

Asymmetrex8

Atelerix9

Berkeley Lights10

Antleron

BioCell Center

7

11

BioLife Solutions12

Bioneer13

Cell Line Genetics18

Cell Therapies19

Cellares20

Cellect Biotechnology21

Celling Biosciences22

Celltex Therapeutics23

Celther Polska25

Cryoport26

Deep Genomics27

Cellular Therapeutics

Epistem

24

28

EverZom29

67*in alphabetical order as for 2022

Flexcell30

Biotherapeutics14

BRTI Life Sciences15

Cell and Gene Therapy Catapult16

Cell Guidance Systems17

Henry Ford Health System31

Ichor Therapeutics32

InCell33

Indee Labs34

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

http://www.acceleratedbio.com/
https://www.accellta.com/index.php/science-technology/application/regenerative-medicine
https://www.accellta.com/index.php/science-technology/application/regenerative-medicine
https://www.cmocro.com/company/ACF+Bioservices/index.html
https://www.cmocro.com/company/ACF+Bioservices/index.html
https://acurastem.com/our-work#disease-areas-section
https://albumedix.com/
http://www.americancryostem.com
https://asymmetrex.com/
https://www.atelerix.co.uk/
https://www.berkeleylights.com/
https://www.antleron.com/
https://biocellcenter.com/
https://www.biolifesolutions.com/
https://www.bioneer.com/
https://clgenetics.com/
http://www.celltherapies.com.au/
http://www.celltherapies.com.au/
https://www.cellares.com/
https://www.cellares.com/
https://www.cellect.co/
https://cellingbiosciences.com/
https://celltexbank.com/
http://www.celther.com/pl/main.php?pokaz=O-firmie
http://www.cryoport.com/
https://www.deepgenomics.com/
http://www.cellulartherapeutics.co.uk/home.html
http://www.epistem.co.uk
https://www.everzom.com/
https://www.flexcellint.com/
https://www.biotherapeuticsinc.com/
https://brtilifesciences.com/
http://ct.catapult.org.uk/
https://www.cellgs.com/
https://www.henryford.com/
https://ichorlifesciences.com/
https://www.incell.com/
https://www.indeelabs.com/
https://www.aginganalytics.com/our-approach#:~:text=Aging%20Analytics%20Agency%20is%20the,that%20combine%20hundreds%20of%20specially%2D
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Silk'n

List of Service Providers: Technical Support of R&D and Manufacturing (2/2)

Innovacell35

Kytopen36

Lonza Netherlands (former PharmaCell)37

MatTek38

Miltenyi Biotec39

Nano3D Biosciences40

Ocis Biotechnology42

PCT Cell Therapy Services43

PrecisionMed44

National Cell Manufacturing Consortium (NCMC)

Qkine

41

45

Regenative Labs46

RegenLab47

Signature Biologics52

Smith & Nephew PLC

53

Stem cell Technologies
54

Stem Cell Treatment & Research Institute (STRI)
55

StemBioSys
56

57

Stemmatters59

Synthasome60

Synthego61

Stemmatters

Tissue Genesis

58

62

Universal Cells63

68

Xeltis67

ReproCELL48

RoosterBio49

Roslin Cells50

SciKon Innovation51 X-Therma68

Vigilant Bioservices64

Volumetric Bio65

WoundSource66

*in alphabetical order as for 2022Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

https://silkn.com/
https://innovacell.com/en/
https://kytopen.com/
https://kytopen.com/
http://www.pharmacell.nl
http://www.pharmacell.nl
https://www.mattek.com/
http://www.miltenyibiotec.com/
http://www.n3dbio.com/
https://www.ocisbiotech.com/
http://www.pctcelltherapy.com
https://www.precisionmed.com/
https://cellmanufacturingusa.org/research
http://qkine.com/
https://regenativelabs.com/
http://www.regenlabusa.com
https://www.signaturebiologics.com/
http://www.smith-nephew.com/
http://www.smith-nephew.com/
https://www.stemcell.com/
https://www.stemcell.com/
http://www.stcbio.com/rnd/stri
http://www.stembiosys.com/
https://www.stemmatters.com/
http://www.synthasome.com/
https://www.synthego.com/
https://www.stemmatters.com/
http://tissuegenesis.com
https://universalcells.com/technology
https://x-therma.com/
https://www.reprocell.com/
http://www.roosterbio.com
https://www.roslinct.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/scikon-innovation-inc-
https://x-therma.com/
https://www.vigilantbioservices.com/
https://volumetricbio.com/
https://www.woundsource.com/
https://www.aginganalytics.com/our-approach#:~:text=Aging%20Analytics%20Agency%20is%20the,that%20combine%20hundreds%20of%20specially%2D
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Regenerative Medicine for Ageing: SWOT Analysis

S

O

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats

Small 
Molecules

Gene 
Therapy

Cell 
Therapy

Tissue 
Engineering

● High clinical and economical 
value

● Single or acute administration
● Targeting underlying biology
● Dramatic magnitude of effect

● High efficacy in multiple clinical 
trials

● The application of 
multidisciplinary approach have 
lead to better overall performance

● Variability of compounds for 
regulation of different pathways

● Cheap cost of developing new 
drug candidates

● Full replacement unfunctional 
organ/tissue

● Need for surgery
● GVHD implication
● Limited funds

● Repeat administration may not 
be feasible

● Irreversible procedure
● Potential inability to switch to 

alternative therapies

● Controversy has slowed the pace 
of Stem Cell Science

● Impact on the quality of life
● Limited funds

● Possible adverse effects 
● Low efficacy on the latest stages 

of disease

● Modest functional improvements 
have been witnessed with variable 
outcomes

● Potential for surge adoption at 
approval 

● Raising awareness of current use 
and research efforts

● Current research offers better 
understanding of certain disease

● Stimulation of self-healing 
processes

● Development of drugs with lower 
adverse effects

● Repeated use of therapy as needed  

● Low clinical efficacy
● High competition in the market

● Higher one-time price
● Long-term clinically uncertainty of 

approval
● Technical uncertainty 
● Need for specialised centres of 

excellence
● Negative image created by 

religious and activist groups
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Market Trends

The graph to the right illustrates the growth of the number of 
companies on the market. For the last decade the growth of the 
number of projects working on Regenerative Medicine for 
longevity has been stimulated by the synergy of 4 key factors:

Key Market Trends

Activation of self-regeneration

Tissue functionality repair

Tissue regeneration

Whole organ replacement 

Small and Large 
Molecules

Tissue/Organ 
Engineering

Determinant

Note: More than 250 BioTech companies and start-ups are carrying out 
work that may lead to a form of rejuvenation, or are focused on 
interventions that target the mechanisms of ageing. Nearly all of these 
companies are no more than a few years old, in preclinical development 
or in early trials, and Big Pharma has yet to become earnestly involved in 
the Longevity Industry.

New Companies: Regenerative Medicine for Longevity

Cell Therapy

71

Service Devices Organ Engineering Cell Therapy Gene Therapy Small and Large Mol.

N
um

be
r o

f C
om

pa
ni

es

Year of Foundation

Gene Therapy

COVID-19 
pandemic

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis
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The Most Important Acquisitions on the Market

72

$1.9 B

$2.3B

Small & Large Molecules

$721 M

$1.9 B$11.5 B

$1.5 B

Organ Engineering

$400 M

$15 M

$17 M

$2.5 B

n/a

Noria

$6.5M

Cell Therapy

$ 1 M

$ n/a

$ 218 K

$ n/a

$ 379 M

$3.3 B

Gene Therapy

$8.7 B $ 800 M

Source: Aging Analytics Agency analysis

https://www.crunchbase.com/acquisition/amgen-2-acquires-five-prime-therapeutics--5cff3839
https://www.crunchbase.com/acquisition/pfizer-acquires-trillium-therapeutics--752ded10
https://www.pharmaceutical-technology.com/news/amgen-acquire-rodeo-therapeutics/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/pandion-therapeutics
https://www.crunchbase.com/acquisition/merck-co-inc-acquires-acceleron-pharma--50bf4182
https://www.crunchbase.com/acquisition/bayer-ag-germany-acquires-vividion-therapeutics--e1953600
https://www.sullcrom.com/sandc-advises-integra-lifesciences-in-acquisition-of-regenerative-medicine-company-acell
https://financialpost.com/pmn/press-releases-pmn/business-wire-news-releases-pmn/generex-biotechnology-completes-acquisition-of-regentys-corporation
https://organogenesis.com/
https://www.proactiveinvestors.com/companies/news/931804/orgenesis-completes-acquisition-of-koligo-therapeutics-and-acquires-assets-of-tissue-genesis-llc-931804.html
https://www.crunchbase.com/acquisition/amgen-2-acquires-teneobio--fcb312de
https://www.crunchbase.com/acquisition/bayer-ag-germany-acquires-noria-therapeutics--1eb5f270
https://www.crunchbase.com/acquisition/bayer-ag-germany-acquires-noria-therapeutics--1eb5f270
https://www.crunchbase.com/acquisition/pfizer-acquires-arena-pharmaceuticals--45d27e18
https://apnews.com/press-release/pr-businesswire/ce07a528ca1b41ecb28b05156d39731d
https://m.insidertracking.com/avalon-globocare-acquires-leading-beijing-exosome-technology-company
https://apnews.com/press-release/pr-businesswire/ce07a528ca1b41ecb28b05156d39731d
https://www.contractpharma.com/contents/view_breaking-news/2020-01-22/advanced-biomatrix-acquires-hystem-from-lineage-cell-therapeutics/
https://www.astellas.com/system/files/news/2018-02/151110_2_Eg.pdf
https://www.crunchbase.com/acquisition/novonordisk-acquires-dicerna-pharmaceuticals--a75fb384
https://www.sullcrom.com/sandc-advises-integra-lifesciences-in-acquisition-of-regenerative-medicine-company-acell
https://www.novartis.com/news/media-releases/novartis-acquire-gyroscope-therapeutics-adding-one-time-gene-therapy-could-transform-care-geographic-atrophy-leading-cause-blindness
https://www.aginganalytics.com/our-approach#:~:text=Aging%20Analytics%20Agency%20is%20the,that%20combine%20hundreds%20of%20specially%2D
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Key Takeaways

74

Though the most advanced therapies currently dominate the headlines, Small and Large Molecules for Longevity remain of great 
significance for the industry – and for patients. The small and large molecule drug discovery market for Regenerative Medicine was valued 
at approximately USD 17,630 million in Q1 2022 and is expected to reach 35,261 million by 2026, registering a compound annual growth 
rate (CAGR) of nearly 8.05% during the forecast period, 2022-2026. 

The Gene Therapy for Longevity market has grown significantly over the last ten years. The proportion of new (created in 2021-2022) and 
old companies is 72% and 28%, respectively.  The Gene Therapy market for Regenerative Medicine is valued at approximately USD 9,314 
million in Q1 2022, and it is expected to increase two-fold by 2026 at a CAGR of ~28.5%.

There has been no significant growth in the Cell Therapy for Longevity market. The market has shown stagnation in the last two years. The 
share of new and old players is approximately 50:50. The Cell Therapy market was valued at approximately USD 2,193 million in Q1 2022. 
The CAGR for total market (including cell therapy for oncology, including CAR-T and other forms) is about 14.5%. 

The most popular approaches for Tissue and Organ Engineering are organoids and scaffolds. Some 57.6% of all companies that specialise 
in bioengineering implement one of these approaches. The next two most widely implemented approaches are biopolymers (implemented 
by 20.3% of companies) and 3D-bioprinting (16.9%). 

More than 250 BioTech companies and start-ups are carrying out work that may lead to a form of rejuvenation, or are focused on 
interventions that target the mechanisms of ageing. Nearly all of these companies are at most a few years old, in preclinical development 
or in early trials, and Big Pharma has yet to become earnestly involved in the Longevity Industry.
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● Antisense therapy – Antisense compounds under development as potential therapeutics. These may be synthetic oligonucleotides, or 
antisense RNA may be expressed from a vector as a form of gene therapy. They may prevent the expression of a specific protein in 
vivo by binding to and inhibiting the action of mRNA, since they have a specific oligonucleotide sequence which is complementary to 
the DNA or RNA sequence which codes for the protein.

● Cellular therapy, stem cell – Regenerative therapy that promotes the repair response of injured tissue using stem cells (cells from 
which all other specialised cells would originate).

● Gene therapy – Therapies containing an active ingredient synthesised following vector-mediated introduction of a genetic sequence 
into target cells in- or ex-vivo. Used to replace defective or missing genes (as in cystic fibrosis) as well as to introduce broadly acting 
genetic sequences for the treatment of multifactorial diseases (e.g. cancer). Direct administration of oligonucleotides without the use 
of vectors is covered separately in the antisense therapy class; the RNA interference class; and the oligonucleotide, non-antisense, 
non-RNAi class. Platform technologies for gene delivery are covered separately in the gene delivery vector class.

● Oligonucleotide, non-antisense, non-RNAi – Synthetic therapeutic oligonucleotides which operate by a mechanism other than 
antisense or RNA interference (RNAi). This includes ribozymes, aptamers, decoys, CpGs, and mismatched and immunostimulant 
oligonucleotides. Sequences delivered using vectors (gene therapy) are covered separately in “gene therapy.” Antisense and RNAi 
oligonucleotides are covered separately in “antisense therapy" and "RNA interference,“ respectively.

● Transduction – the process by which a virus transfers genetic material from one cell to another.

Key Terms: Types of Therapy

76
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Development status definitions 

Pipeline – Drugs that are in active development.

Acquisitions – buy-out, divestiture, spin-out, full acquisition, partial acquisition, reverse acquisition.

Alliances – Co-marketing, co-promotion, disease management, joint venture, manufacturing or supply, marketing licensing, 

product or technology swap, product purchase, R&D and marketing-licensing, reverse licensing, trial collaborations.

Approved – Approval from relevant regulatory authorities for human use.

Pre-registration – Filing for the approval of regulatory authorities.

Phase III – Large-scale trials for registrational data.

Phase II – First efficacy trials in small numbers of patients.

Phase I – Early trials, usually in volunteers, safety, pharmacokinetic (PK), pharmacodynamic (PD).

Preclinical – Not yet tested in humans.
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Longevity Investment: Big Data Analytics Dashboard

78Source: Longevity Investment Big Data Analytics Dashboard

https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-investment-dashboard
https://www.aginganalytics.com/longevity-investment-dashboard
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Aging Analytics Agency is primarily interested in strategic collaboration with 
international corporations, organisations, and governments in Longevity-related 
projects and initiatives.

Aging Analytics Agency is open to cooperation with strategic clients via a variety of 
approaches, including:

● Conducting customised case studies, research and analytics for internal  
(organisational) use, tailored to the precise needs of specific clients.

● Producing open-access analytical reports.

● Offering customised analysis using specialised interactive industry and  
technology databases and IT-Platforms.

In certain specific cases, if it meets our interests, Aging Analytics Agency is open to 
co-sponsoring research and analytics for the production of internal and open-access 
industry reports, as well as special case studies for a variety of governmental, 
international, and corporate clients. Their topics of interest may include Longevity, 
the Longevity Financial Industry, Longevity Policy and Governance, and the 
development and execution of fully-integrated National Healthy Longevity 
Development Plans tailored to the specific needs of national governments and 
economies.

http://www.aginganalytics.com/
mailto:info@aginganalytics.com
https://www.aginganalytics.com/
https://www.aginganalytics.com/


Aging Analytics Agency (AAA) Disclaimer.

The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Aging Analytics Agency. The information herein is believed by AAA to be reliable but AAA makes no 
representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. There is no guarantee that the views and opinions expressed in this communication will come 
to pass. AAA may provide, may have provided or may seek to provide advisory services to one or more companies mentioned herein. In addition, employees of AAA 
may have purchased or may purchase securities in one or more companies mentioned in this report. Opinions, estimates and analyses in this report constitute the 
current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of AAA and are subject to change without notice. AAA has no 
obligation to update, modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, estimate, forecast or 
analysis set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. This report is provided for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer to 
buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction.

E-mail: info@aginganalytics.com Website: www.aginganalytics.com

mailto:info@aginganalytics.com
https://www.aginganalytics.com/

